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figure 1
Samovar, heated metal container / device
widely used in Turkey, Russia, and
Iran; used for boiling water for tea.
figure 2
My mother’s hybrid samovar that she
made out of a broken water heater and
a pyrex pitcher. It gives the exactly
same result as the original Samovar.

preface
During my Graduate education at Virginia Commonwealth University in Qatar, I have been
enrolled in the field of Design Studies. Studying within the American education system has been
challenging as it differs from the European one 1. I came to the MFA Program with a general idea
of what I wanted to do, but during the last two last years my ideas crystalized. They were right in
front of me – Identity and Culture. I realized that my interests were deeply rooted in my origin.
Having a Croatian father and a Iranian mother, I’ve always been exposed to two languages, cultures, mentalities, cuisines, etc. The most interesting things happened when these two overlapped. These interesting areas of connection and / or contact defined my personal situation –
I am a child of a so-called ‘mixed marriage’.
As designers, our work is, to a great extent, defined by who we are – it gravitates around things
that reside within our personal system. As this Research is in its final stages, in hindsight, I
have noticed, that my topics of interest were often gravitating toward boundaries and hybrids;
these interesting zones where differences overlap, intersect, and coexist; where the unexpected
happens.
Furthermore, I came to understand that every society is sentient to such correlations; yet, there
is often a lack of equality among them, since one style, culture, or language is often challenging
‘the other’ 2. Consequently, for the past few years I have observed and explored topics of hybridity
and bilingualism. The latter, not exclusively on the level of spoken or written language – but rather
the bilingualism within objects, visual communications, and architecture, on the semantic level.
Over time, I came across interesting theories which gave my – initially shy – ideas an academic
justification, conceptual framework and a completely new value.
My undergraduate education and professional experiences so far have equipped me with tools
to solve problems based on third party (client) briefs. The graduate program in Design Studies
introduced me to a different approach, one which encourages the involvement of different disciplines, and focuses more on problem seeking; where the designer’s task is to identify a problem
worth intercepting, rather then solely offering solutions.

1

The MFA Program at VCUQatar was my first encounter with the credit system, and the way the courses are structured in the US system.

2

The creation of the Other is done by highlighting their weakness, thus extenuating the moral responsibility of the stronger self to
educate, convert, or civilize depending on the identity of the other. As defined by Martin Jones et al., othering is ‘A term, advocated by
Edward W. Said, which refers to the act of emphasizing the perceived weaknesses of marginalized groups as a way of stressing the
alleged strength of those in positions of power’. Said, Orientalism. New York: Vintage Books, 1979.
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This Project examines the coexistence of two cultures – in this case the host Gulf, and the
imported Western – and addresses certain problems that still need attention. This Project
celebrates the creation of the third, hybrid, culture as a result of their intermingling.
In this Research, Postcolonial Theory 3 and Transitional Object Theory 4 are used as conceptual
frameworks, and are combined with Archaeology and Design as a practice. On a personal level,
the Project evolved out of my cross-cultural origin and experiences. On an academic level, the
Project serves as an experiment, trying to fill the gaps in the Gulf region’s search for identity.
This Project utilized Design in two phases, initially during the research, and then as tool /
language to mediate the issues found within the cross-cultural context.
The Project explores and questions the ways in which artifacts/objects alter our perception, experience and memory. On an interdisciplinary level, this Project claims that Design – as a discipline
– is integrated in the process of curating memories through the creation of physical objects.
Since objects have always been used as tools to dictate the narratives of our social memory,
questions of power and control are essential – the current status of this region is a third culture,
a hybrid product of Culture ‘A’ and Culture ‘B’. This project is interested in mechanisms that can
be used to preserve this interesting phenomena often stigmatized as negative.

diagram 1
Demonstrating the zone of
interaction between two subjects.

Designers (by creating) and Archaeologists (by discovering) view themselves as engaging with
objects for the purpose of creating and defining culture, and to that end they develop intricate
methodologies for understanding objects, their use, and what they can encapsulate.
keywords:
Transitional objects, Gulf Region, Bilingual, Hybridity, Identity, Culture, Object biographies

3

Will be described in more detail in Section 4.1.

4

Will be described in more detail in Section 4.6.
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figure 3
‘Air purifier’, one of the designed objects
within this Project (found artifacts)

‘ The history of all cultures is the
history of cultural borrowing ’ 5
— Edward W. Said 6
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5

Said, Culture and Imperialism. New York: Knopf, 1993.

6

Edward Wadie Said (d. 25 September 2003) was a Palestinian-American literary theoretician, University Professor of English and
Comparative Literature at Columbia University, and a public intellectual who was a founding figure of the critical-theory field of
Post-colonialism.
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This section is an introduction to why this MFA Design Thesis has been done within the area of Identity,
Transition, Bilingualism, and introduces the reader to the overall Thesis work, including guiding questions
and delimitations.
Before discovery of oil, the Gulf region was populated with fishermen, pearl divers and Bedouin
nomadic tribes. They lived a simple, sustainable life with limited natural resources due to the arid
climate. Locals bartered goods among themselves and with the neighboring countries. Already, at
this young stage of the region’s history, we find things that do not quite belong, but have become
part of the culture. For example, henna, chai karak, chapatti, and batoola to name a few. The Oil
boom, which happened in the 1960s, initiated interesting shifts on many levels 7. This sudden
transition diametrically changed the region forever; once rural, nomadic, sustainable and simple
people overnight became urban, settled and extremely wealthy.
This shift – a process that usually takes several hundred years – took only 30-40 years, and even
though it ensured the region’s place on the map of the progressive, modern world, it did not
come without problems. For example, traditional architecture never got a chance to properly
evolve since the styles were abandoned due to association with poverty. New, imported styles,
both in architecture and design, did not properly relate to the local context at all. In order to
quickly catch up with the rest of the ‘modern world’, foreign culture and values were imported
and accepted.
As paradoxical as it may sound, in this world of abundance and global exchange of information,
design still is a contextual and localized circumstance.
The result today is a region with a complex, multi-cultural blend embedded in its history, one
which afforded it a character unique to any other place in the world.
Multiculturalism is a determining condition for people in the Gulf region. By exploring these
multi- situations, the focus of this Project will be on setting a path towards solutions on how to
parse, articulate and mediate this deeply rooted, often negatively perceived phenomena.
As with any other place, the cultural identity of the Gulf is apparent through the following:
Architecture, Visual Communications, Language and Cultural Artifacts. Designer, writer, and
lecturer Robert. L Peters once said: ‘Design creates culture, culture shapes values, values determine
the future’. This Project shall explore the relationships among these phenomena in the hybrid setting of the Gulf region, and try to predict the long term results of a hybrid co-existence, through
a hypothetical science fiction scenario.

7

This Project classified the levels as Macro, Meso and Micro – refer to the chapter 9.2. for clarification
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3.1. problem statement
In a hybrid setting we are left alone to translate and negotiate meaning, structure impressions,
and define our own personalities. And that is where the problems start and questions come to
surface. We, expatriates, are here only temporarily, but we definitely leave a mark on the local
culture, and the local culture also leaves its mark on us.
What are the imprints that we are leaving on the region by our presence, and to what extent are
these contacts positive or negative to the local culture ? Are we allowed to accept this new environment / setting as our own (at least temporarily) or we are expected to pause ourselves, and
our cultural activities, and wait to be repatriated ? Which one of these scenarios is more ethical ?
The third place of the Gulf, as a result of the cultural collison, escapes easy classification in many
ways. This circumstance of the Gulf comes not only from the impossibility (failure) to precisely
reproduce Western cultures and values, but also from the impossibility of keeping the native,
host culture intact in the process. The signs of this third place are apparent on many levels, such
as the mixed composition of population, architecture, visual communications, fashion, culinary

16

offer, the material culture, as well as interests extending beyond traditionally recognized borders.
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In this third setting of the Gulf Region the task of the designer is to become a cultural ambassador mediating the dialogue. As evident, the current situation in the Gulf suggests that designers and architects have often failed to translate and merge one visual language or style with
another; rather than a dialogue, we witness the failure – in the form of two parallel monologues.
One of the objectives of this Project is to provide vehicles to overcome this crisis of identity and
set the path towards establishing the dialogue – especially important here in the Gulf region, a
setting ‘pathologically obsessed with identity’ 8, yet predominantly inhabited and influenced by
Expatriates and their cultures.
Living in a multicultural society indeed requires a lot of mediation, negotiation, compromise,
and translation. Translation naturally occurs between people (and people and objects) whose
cultures, language and perceptions are distinct enough to alter the communication between
them. Designing in this arena is always challenging due to noises that come to surface (as a result
of this dialogue), which makes this existing problem worth intercepting.
Translation has historically sought to remove the noise that occurs when work is placed in a
different language, medium or cultural context. The task of translation is to minimize what could
get lost in translation. Using Science/Speculative Fiction and Social Studies as critical research

8

Ayubi, Overstating the Arab State (Bodmin: I.B. Tauris & Co Ltd, 2001), 148.

tools, this Project is interested in exploring the opposites of translation, the opposites of solely
minimizing the ‘noise’. The focus will on observing these ‘noises’, and to learn from them. This
Project believes that by identifying the hybrids, deconstructing them, we can gain a better understanding of our culture, and can possibly predict our future too.
The Project focuses on Macro, Meso, and Micro layers in the Gulf region, identifying the material
culture that resides within them, and is interested in the human-object interaction that takes
place on these levels.

3.2. delimitations
Due to the interdisciplinary nature of this Project, theories from other disciplines are used
and, in order to focus on the Design component, the Project only borrows already-established
theories from the mentioned fields.
What these theories discuss in depth is not in this Thesis’ primary focus; the main focus is how
these theories work together as well as how they relate to, and are applicable to, the Thesis topic
of interest. The focus of this research is to explore these hybrid, ‘in between’ areas created by
contacts of different cultures.
With that said, the Project does not include in-depth study of Archaeology, Transitional Object
Theory, and Postcolonialism.
In addition, this Project is aware of the delicate historical and politically specific situations in
the Gulf region. The ideas and theories, derived from Sociology and Anthropology, mentioned in
this Project do not intend to disrespect or devalue the local culture, values or tradition. Therefore,
everything remains exclusively on a conceptual level.
Finally, the physical objects created for the purpose of this Project are consequently hypothetical
and should be observed only as tangible results of experiments conducted within a multidisciplinary design approach.
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3.3. justification
Science Fiction allows for a space between reality and the (im)possible. It is an important space,
a place where the future can be debated and discussed before it really happens – in that place, at
least in theory, the most sought-after futures can be aimed for and the least desirable avoided.
Science Fiction helps us envision new, different types of environments, objects, cultures and
contexts. The idea of a diegetic prototype was described by David Kirby in his essay: ‘… diegetic
prototypes are depictions of future technologies to a bigger audience. These technologies only exist in
fictional world, but in that fictional world they are fully functional objects.’9
Design fiction is, as Bruce Sterling emphasized, neither Science nor Design, it is diesgesis. His
current definition of design fiction is ‘the deliberate use of diegetic prototypes to suspend disbelief
about change’. Further he claims, ‘design fiction is a new way to finesse our cultural, social, and economic paralysis by focusing fiercly on objects and services, rather than ideologies and philosophies.’ 10

18
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By exhibiting hypothetical objects from alternative / possible futures, people can observe them
and engage with them as they would with any other (consumer) product. There are no solutions
offered here, nor answers, just lots of questions, thoughts, ideas and possibilities – all expressed
through the language of design. Further, these objects intend to probe our beliefs and values,
and challenge us to imagine different scenarios. They can help us see that hybridity, as a concept,
is key to survival of culture in the long run.
thesis research questions:
Based on the initial gathered data and assumptions, the Project started by asking the below
questions, which defined the direction of the investigation, methodologies used, and the overall
research: The project concludes by trying to answer them.
1) Can mixing of different cultures create a culturally richer society?
2) To what extent do objects that we create shape us, and our culture?
3) As residents of the Gulf, can we preserve our current (hybrid) culture?
4) What are we, designers, leaving as a legacy to future generations in such a diverse setting?
5) What will the Archaeologists from the far future conclude about us, based on their
findings of our current and future material culture?

9

Kirby, The Future is Now. http://sss.sagepub.com/content/40/1/41. Abstract (accessed March 12, 2014).

10 Sterling, Emerge Conference at ASU. http://vimeo.com/59597402. Keynote Speech (accessed March 12, 2014).
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figure 4
One of the many mind maps created during this Project

background
This chapter provides insight into the material researched in theoretical fields that served as frameworks used in this Project. During
this mfa program – intentionally or unintentionally – I came across
many interesting articles, books, lectures, and precedents that (one
way or another) fed into my main body of research.
Not everything was necessarily directly related or fully applicable
but these findings definitely broadened my perception, providing
different angles of view, as well as out-of-the-box conceptualizing.
Once the Thesis Committee approved the rough concept of the
Project, a more consolidated search for literature and precedents
took place. The findings below are the ones that directly streamlined the flow of the Project. The mentioned definitions, theories,
disciplines, scholars, and examples are tools to understand, clarify,
confirm, deconstruct, and define the cultural conditions within
the Gulf region, and provide an extremely valuable conceptual
framework.
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4.1. postcolonial theory
Historically, this theory describes the condition of societies that emerge from cultural contacts
of the ‘explorers’ and those ‘explored’. The theory served to place the contemporary Gulf city in
the context of this Project. Instead of explaining these contacts as mere impostures (colonialism)
of a Culture ‘A’ onto a Culture ‘B’, Postcolonial Theory focuses on hybridity as a result of their
mutual intermingling 11.
Homi K. Babha (one of the pioneering theorists of Postcolonial Theory) uses the term Hybridity
to describe a situation ‘… where cultural differences came to contact and conflict, and unsettle the
stable identities and concepts of both; such as past and present, inside and outside, inclusion and
exclusion.’ 12 Babha celebrates the newly formed ‘in-between spaces’, and holds that all cultures
are now more or less caught up in a continuous process of hybridization.

4.2 cultural colonialism
Colonialism (in its classical sense) may have ended, but it is fair to say that Cultural Colonialism
still lives on. It is a new and more powerful type of colonialism, in terms of control and domination.
One of the main reasons behind this emergence is the use of highly developed technological tools
and means, which dominating countries possess nowadays. In other words – in sociology – this
new type of colonialism can be described as the desire of the first-world countries to mentally
and emotionally invade the others’ values and perceptions through soft and concealed weapons,
mainly for economic purposes. In this case, the weapons are the cultural means, such as media,
language, and education to name a few; that is what the term Cultural Colonialism is all about.
Cultural Colonialism theory emerged in the 1960s and emphasises the interaction between
cultures as a threat for the receiving culture, but as an enrichment of the colonizers’ cultural
identity. The public mass media is the foremost example of this phenomenon. Through global
commercialization of broadcasting, countries can control other countries’ cultural values.
The media uses its hegemonic power to increase its home country’s economic power. Cultural
Colonialism also creates cultural dependency on the receiving cultures. For example, in some cases,
foreign aid is not targeted towards human development, but rather stop-gap solutions which
increase aid dependency in poor countries. For instance Africa receives a lot of aid which in reality,
leads towards disabling the country’s and receivers of aid’s ability to generate their own economies.

11 Bhabha, Homi, K. The Norton Anthology: Theory and Criticism. New York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 2001. 2377-2397
12 Ibid
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Language can be used to control cultures as well. For example, French has become the dominating language in most of France’s former colonies, such as in Algeria, Tunisia, and Lebanon.
According to David Grazian, Sociologist of Culture, the domination of a culture’s industries use
media, advertisement, and brand exposure as means to manipulate consumers. He adds: ‘ The
end result is a world that feeds on style over substance, superficiality over gravities, and myth over
reality.’13

4.3. linguistics
According to Roland Barthes (Philosopher, Linguist and Semiotician) a hybrid ‘third language’
is neither of one nor the other – it’s a model based on a contact between two different subjects.
Similarly, we can agree that we live in a ‘third place’ where our cultures and languages (with
all their models of encoding) meet, while processing and evaluating information remains on
our given local tongues.14 This often creates noises due to translation and cultural differences.
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4.4. invented traditions
Invented Traditions is a concept made prominent in a 1983 book edited by E. J. Hobsbawm and
T. O. Ranger, The Invention of Tradition.15 In their introduction the editors argue that many ‘traditions’ which [...] ‘appear or claim to be old are often quite recent in origin and sometimes invented.’ 16
They distinguish the ‘invention’ of traditions from ‘starting’ or ‘initiating’ a tradition which does
not then claim to be old. The phenomenon is particularly clear in the modern development of
the Gulf nations, we see this evident in creation of heritage brands, building heritage villages,
and so on.

4.5. sociology of culture
To understand and define the third, hybrid, setting of the Gulf region, it is imperative
to conduct a brief overall research about culture, society, identity, tradition and objects.
In terms of this Project, the Gulf’s diverse inhabitants are the cause of hybridity, and partake in making the regional traditions, and are thus interesting to study and explore. Below is a brief summary
of terms and findings on the subject matter, which helped to place this research into prespective.

13 Grazian, Mix It Up: Popular Culture, Mass Media, and Society. New York: W.W. Norton, 2010, 64.
14 Raetzsch, Multiple Cultures – Cultural Hybridity. http://www2.huberlin.de/amerika/asc/multiplecultures/mc_abstrax_raetzsch.html
(accessed March 12, 2014).
15 Hobsbawm and Ranger, In The Invention of Tradition. Cambridge [Cambridge shire: Cambridge University Press, 1983. 1.
16 Ibid

Through culture, people and groups define themselves, conform to society’s shared values, and
contribute back to society. Thus, culture includes many societal aspects: language, customs, values, norms, mores, rules, tools, technologies, products, organizations and institutions. This latter
term, institution, refers to clusters of rules and cultural meanings associated with specific social
activities. 17 Common institutions are the family, education, religion and work to name a few.
Sociologists define society as ‘People who interact in such a way as to share a common culture’.  18
The cultural adhesive  19 may be ethnic or racial, based on gender, or due to shared beliefs, values,
or activities. Culture and society are intricately related. A culture consists of the ‘objects’ of a
society, whereas a society consists of the people who share a common culture. 20
• A society is a group of people with shared territory, interaction, and culture. Some societies
are comprised of people who are united by friendship or common interests. Some societies
are merely social groups, two or more people who interact and identify with one another. 21
• Every society must have a physical space, or an area to call its own.
• Members of a society must interact with one another on a regular basis.
• Culture is a defining element of a society.
• Some societies are pluralistic societies composed of many different kinds of people, some of
who belonged to other societies. The United States is considered a pluralistic society, as it is
composed of several different ethnic groups (African Americans, Latin, Irish, Asian, Native
Americans etc.)
• In a pluralistic society, members retain some ethnic traditions and beliefs from their old society.
In order to fit into their new society, however, members often give up some of these original
traditions. This process is called assimilation. Ideally, in a truly pluralistic society, no group is
officially considered more influential than another.
The word tradition comes from Latin tradere (trans = across + dare = give) – to pass along beliefs
and customs. 22 Traditions are created and developed in the present and continued into the
future. Therefore tradition is an active ingredient in the development of cultures.

17 Melesse, “Introduction to Sociology.” Carter Center, PDF, 45-46.
18 Ibid, 9.
19 Cultural bond*
Culture and Society Defined. http://www.cliffsnotes.com/sciences/sociology/culture-and-societies/culture-and-society-defined
(accessed March 12, 2014).
20 Ibid
21 Melesse, “Introduction to Sociology.” Carter Center, PDF, 9.
22 Dictionary.com, http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/tradition (accessed March 12, 2014).
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An object, as Donald Winnicott puts it nicely, could be multiple things at the same time; it could
be ‘exhibited and displayed’, ‘given’, ‘exchanged’, ‘networked’, ‘collected’, ‘thrown away’, ‘found’,
‘worshipped’, ‘remembered’, ‘scrutinized’ and so on … in order not to state the obvious, one needs
to understand that objects could have practical uses as well as symbolic function, and they could
simply ‘encapsulate memories’ … 23

4.6. transitional objects
Adjusting to a new culture and environment is a normal process and can generate a wide variety of reactions and feelings. Psychology has come to coin the term Transitional Object to refer
to those things/objects that help us manage change. Psychoanalyst Donald Winnicott is the
most important figure in this interesting field of research. According to him, the transitional
object is ‘transitional’ in sense that it bridges the borderland between ‘me’ and ‘not-me’, safely
containing one’s desires and projections.24 For example, with its nostalgic maternal resonance,
the Transitional Object comforts and distracts the child when the parent is absent, helping it to
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forge an independent sense of self.
The first Transitional Object that we interact with is the pacifier, which is introduced into our life when our mother stops breastfeeding us. The pacifier has the role
of a vehicle to ensure the smooth transition of the shock as we realize we are not
part of our mothers’ bodies. 25 Objects that may follow are teddy bears and blankets.
For Winnicott, Transitional Objects are ‘… prototypes for culture and creative living.’ 26
Further, when we experience some kind of a loss, sometimes we hold onto certain objects that
we associate with that loss; a photograph, a watch or anything that helps in retaining that lost
experience. In cases of forced human displacement, researchers noticed that refugees take items
not only for their immediate practical use, but also objects that have the task to re-establish
and /or re-define their personal and collective origins. 27 As mementos of sentiment and cultural
knowledge and as the basis for future resettlement, transitional objects are vehicles to overcome
the crisis.

23 Winnicott, Playing and reality. New York: Basic Books, 1971.
24 Ibid
25 Ibid
26 Holmes,Transitional object. http://bjp.rcpsych.org/content/198/6/423.full (accessed March 12,2014).
27 Parkin, Mementoes as Transitional Objects in Human Displacement. http://mcu.sagepub.com/content/4/3/303.abstract (accessed
March 12, 2014).

4.7. archaeology
Archaeology is the scientific study of a bygone human culture and behavior. 28 It is a discipline
determined by understanding the past. Archaeology allows us to perceive the past as a multilayered mass. 29 It is a methodology to trace, study, understand and preserve the history of mankind.
Archeology explores the human material culture based on found objects and artifacts.
However, Archaeology does not necessarily maintain a linear continuum; diggings, excavations
and layers are pivotal concepts of historical discussion – in a way, this allows us to time travel.
This is the reason behind introducing Archaeology to this Project. In recent years, Archaeologists
have used the term hybrid to describe and interpret forms of material culture. Hybridity is
a way of viewing culture and human actions that addresses the issues of power differentials
between people and cultures.30 This approach suggests that cultures are not discrete, pure
entities but rather are continuously transforming and recombining. The aim of this Project
is to discuss this concept and its relationship with the emergence of new group identities.

4.8. material culture
Material culture lies at the heart of the discipline of Archaeology. Material culture is the product
of human creativity. It is one of the means through which people engaged with each other and
with the social and natural worlds in which they lived – it was integral to their creation as individuals, and as communities. Found objects are a means through which we access the past and
reconstruct their life ways, beliefs and behaviour. Objects give insight in the material dimension
of human social and cultural life.31

28 Katz-Freiman, http://www.katzfreiman.com/timecapsule.htm (accessed March 12, 2014).
29 Ibid
30 “The Archaeology of Hybrid Material Culture.” Project MUSE -. http://muse.jhu.edu/books/9780809333165 (accessed March 12, 2014).
31 Appadurai, The Social life of things: Commodities In Cultural Perspective. Cambridge [Cambridgeshire: Cambridge University Press, 1986.
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4.9. object biographies
The idea of object biographies builds upon, and goes beyond, Schiffer’s 32 idea of object history and
the concept of sequences of production and consumption. It provides a framework to understand the diverse lifeways of artifacts, through the reconstruction of life histories or ‘cultural
biographies’ of objects 33. Production, exchange, ownership and use may all affect the way in
which an artifact is used and understood. An object’s meaning may be built upon, transformed
and manipulated throughout its life history, as it changes hands, is physically altered and comes
to be used or displayed in new contexts. Thus, ‘… the histories of many objects are composed of
shifts of context and perspective’. 34
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32 Schiffer, M. American Antiquity 37. 1972. 156-165.
33. see papers: Appadurai 1986; Kopytoff 1986; Hoskins 1998 ; Gosden and Marshall 1999; Saunders 1999; Gilchrist 2000; Jones 2002
34. Gosden and Marshall. 1999. 174
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figure 5
Copy edits received from the Writing Center
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Once the theoretical, literature review was done, the research went further to find actual examples in
which these findings are apparent. This section showcases and examines several different case studies and
concepts that support the direction of this research. They are examples that demonstrate, explore and
are a product of cultural contact on several different levels, namely language, typography, film, literature
and objects.

5.1. arebica 35

31
figure 6 Arebica alphabet

This interesting phenomena comes from the region of former Yugoslavia. This example is used to
describe the link between Colonialism and hybridity. Due to the Ottoman colonial presence in
the the area, Arabic Script was consequently introduced. All the literature, government papers,
and official correspondence suddenly shifted to Arabic. People could not switch to a new language, so they came up with an interesting compromise.
Since the local language has certain phonemes and graphemes that Arabic script cannot record,
people expanded the Arabic alphabet by introducing new characters – glyphs with new diacritics
that catered to newly imposed requirements. An interesting fact is that everything remained in
the native language, the texts were just written in Arabic script. The language as a form (grammar,
structure) remained completely intact, only the vehicle was different. This hybrid also helped the
Ottomans (who were settled there) to learn the native language. This is the only example from
the past that I had come across that utilizes one language’s script while maintaining the written text in the native language, and I consider this script as the conceptual ancestor of Arabizi.
Due to my work on this Project, I became a part of another research project, initiated by Dr.sc.
Nikola Djurek 36 from Croatia, that is working on reviving and publishing a set of old scripts from
the Balkans, as functional typefaces.

35 Enciklopedija leksikografskog zavoda, entry: Arabica. Jugoslavenski leksikografski zavod, Zagreb, 1966
36 www.typonine.com
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5.2. arabizi 37
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figure 7 sms written in Arabizi

This interesting, no-nonsense phenomena is a hybrid alphabet developed to be used in Arabic
speaking regions, in the virtual setting, where the actual Arabic alphabet is/was unavailable
due to technical limitations. Creators of this interesting alphabet are again users, common
people, and it is interesting how they transcended the limitations of technology to be able to
communicate. Since language is a convention, people have come up with a way to properly and
fully transliterate Arabic, with the help of numerals from the Latin character set, that resemble
certain Arabic letterforms. Some of the Arabic graphemes (and phonemes) don’t exist in Latin,
thus these additional symbols were introduced to solve the problem.

37 Boutros, Talking About Arabic. New York, NY: Mark Batty Publisher, 2009. 18.

figure 8 Arabic graphems (for phonems that can’t be transliterated in latin alphabet) and their Arabizi substitutes

Arabizi gained popularity during the last decades of the 20th Century. It came to life in the 1990s,
when western digital communication technologies (personal computers, the Internet, email, and
mobile phone text messaging) became increasingly prevalent in the Arab world. Most of these
technologies originally had the ability to communicate using Latin script only.
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5.3. balkan sans typeface 38

balkan sans
hibridni typosistem
figure 9 Balkan Sans
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A new typeface system designed by Dr.sc. Nikola Djurek and Marija Juza, and published by a
Croatian type foundry Typonine.39 It comprises Latin and Cyrillic scripts. It is based on the study
of a phenomenon jointly known as Balkanian language, a slang term used to describe neighboring
languages whose sound and grammatical features have merged because of their geographical
and cultural proximity.
The typeface system also represents an attempt to identify the features shared by some South
Slavic languages and alphabets like Bosnian, Montenegrian, Croatian, Slovene and Serbian.
Historically, both scripts in this region were bearers of cultural, ethnic, religious and political
identities, but their communicative and symbolic functions were often out of step just for the
sake of multi-ethnicity. On the other hand, close development of languages and scripts throughout history resulted in shared properties. Today some regional languages in the Western Balkans
are so similar that we can observe them as dialects.
Balkan Sans is a hybrid typographic system; it decodes Latin and Cyrillic; it demystifies, depoliticizes and reconciles them for the sake of education, tolerance and, above all, communication.
Though Balkan is a ‘typeface’ in the classical sense, it can also be used to translate Croatian Latin
into Serbian Cyrillic and vice versa.

38 http://www.typonine.com/fonts/font-library/balkan-sans/
39 www.typonine.com

5.4. palestinian key
‘Haqq al-’awda 40 (Right to return) is a political stance insisting that Palestinian refugees have a
right to return to their country, and a right to the property they left, or which they were forced
to leave behind. The symbol of this movement is a house key, one of the things first refugees
took thinking they will return home quickly. In search of Transitional Objects, I discovered that
this interesting memento is kept by many Palestinian families who left their homes in 1948.41
Not being aware at the point of discovery, but later learning from the example 42 in the literature
review, the key acts as a Transitional Object. In cases of forceful human diplacement such as
this one, these type of objects (carrying a non-material value) have a task to re-establish and /
or re-define peoples’ personal and collective origins. As mementos of sentiment and cultural
knowledge and as the basis for future resettlement, the Transitional Objects are vehicles to
overcome the crisis.
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figure 10 Examples of the Palestinian key

40 “Palestinian refugees and the Right of Return.” http://www.palestinecampaign.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/refugee-factsheetjan-2012.pdf (accessed March 12, 2014).
41 This is known as Nakba, the Palestinian exodus.
42 Transitional Object theory by Donald Winnicott

5.5. amouage 43
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figure 11 Amouage ‘Epic’ perfume bottle

Amouage is a niche luxury fragrance house that draws inspiration from its birthplace, the
Sultanate of Oman. This is not an ordinary perfume house, but a fascinating hybrid phenomena: combination of French mastery of perfume composition with most precious, native Omani
ingredients (especially Frankincense and Myyrh), ‘married’ to create extraordinarily beautiful
scents. By allowing this ‘marriage’, Oman’s Amouage became a child of a very interesting hybrid
– hybrid of two continents, two cultures, two crafts. Together they created some of the most
finely crafted fragrances in the world and Oman’s culture, values, tradition and identity were
not downgraded, but elevated.
With this valuable discovery, the Project learned that by allowing components from foreign
cultures (craft, know-how) to be introduced to a host component (ingredients), one shall not
necessarily jeopardize its own, but could possibly enrich it.

43 http://www.amouage.com/history.php

5.6. planet of the apes

figure 12 Final scene in the film

This Science Fiction film from 1968, directed by Franklin J. Schaffner, is based on a 1963 French
novel La Planète des singes by Pierre Boulle. The film tells the story of an astronaut crew who
crash-land a strange planet in the distant future. Although the planet appears desolate at first,
the surviving crew members stumble upon a society in which apes have evolved into creatures
with human-like intelligence and speech. The apes have assumed the role of the dominant species, and humans are mute creatures wearing animal skins. This was a pivotal moment for this
research.
The film, seen again with the Project in mind, inspired the decision to introduce a Science Fiction
component to the project. What if the story is set out in the future far from now? What will the
civilization be like? What kind of objects will be used? What kind of conclusions can one draw
once we discover the traces of our bygone civilization? Questions began to multiply.
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5.7. lost tribe of the amazon 44
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figure 13 Tribe members attacking the helicopter

Further research in this direction found this example of a tribe in the Amazon, which lives
completely in isolation, totally cut off from the ‘modern world’. Further questions came to surface: What is the level of their culture? How to apply our standards and perceptions to what
was discovered? Are they really primitive? And if yes, why is our world civilized in comparison
to theirs? However, these questions are not to be answered in this Project, it was simply interesting to simulate the situation of the potential cultural contact in which a future civilization
discovers our own.
In addition, it was interesting to imagine – similar to our contact with this tribe – what this
(imagined) future civilization’s reaction will be like when they discover our material culture?
What will they conclude based on the found objects that we left behind? How will their assumptions change their knowledge about us?

44 Hammer, Smithsonian. http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/the-lost-tribes-of-the-amazon-22871033/?no-ist. (accessed
March 12, 2014).

5.8. margaret atwood, handmaids tale 45
Set in the near future in the Republic of Gilead, a theocratic military dictatorship formed within
the borders of what was formerly the United States of America. The Republic was founded by a
racist, homophobic, Christian nativist-derived, theocratic-organized cult’s military coup as an
ideologically driven response to the country’s ecological, physical and social degradation.
Within this Project, this example was not interesting because of what was written, but how. It
was interesting to understand the way in which Science Fiction is written, since it is a novel that
sets the story in the near future, making it more realistic, possible, and very easy to imagine.

5.9. dune & raby 46
Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby are a London-based design studio that works in the field of
Design Fiction. Their practice gravitates around Critical Design, a critical theory-based method
to design. Critical Design utilizes designed artifacts as encapsulated critique, or commentary
on consumer culture. Both the designed artifact and the process of designing such an artifact
causes reflection on existing values, and practices within one culture.
Dunne is the head of the Interaction Design Department at RCA (Royal College of Arts) in London,
and Raby is professor of Industrial Design at the University of Applied Arts in Vienna. Dunne
& Raby as a studio use design as a medium to stimulate discussion and debate amongst designers, industry and the public about the social, cultural and ethical implications of existing and
emerging technologies.

figure 14 Dunne & Raby, Designs for an Overpopulated Planet

45 Atwood, The Guardian. http://www.theguardian.com/books/2012/jan/20/handmaids-tale-margaret-atwood (accessed March 11, 2014).
46 http://www.dunneandraby.co.uk
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As a result of my investigation I am able to crystalize this Thesis project into a few conclusions:
•

Culture is a learned behavior.

•

Learned behavior triggers repetition which eventually leads to the creation of
tradition. Therefore, traditions are related to culture and are a learned
circumstance.

•

Tradition is never completed. It needs further enrichment to stay alive, and
dedicated following of a tradition will make it wither.

The above sumarizes the entire Project and concludes it. Living in this multi-cultural setting of
the Gulf, one’s native culture quickly is affected by the cultures that one interacts with. An
imported culture is irreversibly altered by the influence of the local culture, customs and way of
life. Consequently, the same is happening to the local culture. This cultural contact is taking place
at work, in school, by having a driver and /or domestic helper, living in gated communities, etc.
The host cultures, often being minorites in their own countries, generally see this type of intermingling as negatively affecting their own culture and traditions. The need to preserve one’s
values is natural; however, at the same time, some of the found examples prove that the region
is already so deeply rooted in the process of hybridization, there is no way back.
In such a setting, the need to preserve one’s culture can lead to negative consequences, dividing
the population to ‘us’ and ‘them’– and can have unwanted impacts on the Gulf residents and
citizens alike. Also within such a setting, by not acknowledging the existence of a third culture,
both expatriates and locals are entangled in a constant search for their own identity which leads
to identity crises.
This Project offers a solution for this search of identity. I believe that by identifying, and demonstrating already existing proofs of hybrid culture, by deconstructing them, learning what led to
their advent, it will provide a substrate for easier transition towards the idea of a Gulf region as
a place of a hybrid culture, where we all contribute to the new, third culture. Previous examples
from Postcolonial Theory show that once the cultures (colonizer and colonized) divorce from
each other, it is impossible to come back to the original state. The theory also celebrates this
third culture as their byproduct.
Therefore, as an experiment, the existing hybrid objects are parsed and used as guidelines to
propose future hybrid objects yet to come. Science Fiction narrative was chosen as it provides
a fictional setting – far in the future – where we can, from a safe distance, observe what would
happen to our culture(s) and how it will enable us to co-exist. Or not.
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Later on, once the Fictional Archaeologists discover this place, the conclusions that they will
draw are to generate a different path in history. Further chapters build on all the above: in the
Investigation, Sci Fi narrative, designed objects, and conclusion.
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investigation
figure 15 Diagram demonstrating the object and the relationship with identity, memory, culture etc.
figure 16 Mapping of the Project
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investigation
The Investigation section of this Thesis Project presents the documentation of exploration (throughout the thesis process), and
the final outcomes. The Investigation is further broken down to
Methodology, Outcomes, and Conclusion.
The coming pages are to present everything directly related to the
final project. Maps, diagrams, drawings/sketches, the Science
Fiction narrative and the Archaeological Site Report, as well as
work on the prototypes and the exhibition are documented here.
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This section aggregates and describes the research methods that are utilized throughout this Thesis Project.
At the very beginning, one of the challenges was a lack of written material on the subject matter for the
local context, so it was important to identify appropriate research methodologies to ensure a desired
amount of data is compiled.
This Gulf region always transferred knowledge orally; therefore, further challenges came to
surface, such as tracing the reliable sources, and obtaining their acceptance to discuss their past
and current culture and identity. Moreover, there is a question of accuracy of the provided data.
These once-tribal, nomadic societies of the Gulf region were experiencing different timelines, and
histories; they bartered different goods, ate different foods, interacted with different nations, had
different customs and traditions. Having in mind/ taking into consideration the many tribes not
only in Qatar (but the region, which is the focus!) this reseach was about take a totally different,
extensive journey to ensure the accuracy of the overall picture. And this was not in the remits
of this Project, or what this Project is all about.
Then in agreement with the Thesis Committee, the Thesis topic slightly changed and a decision
was brought that the reseach shall focus on only on the hybrids that occurred in the region. That
said, several examples and objects were identified that can be applicable to the entire region,
such as Architecture, camel racing and so on. Reseach methodologies were deployed, namely:
1) Artifact Analysis
2) Case Studies
3) Cultural Probes
4) Directed Storytelling
These above were suitable for the research because they provided enough data to work with.
Below is brief summary of each method and the outcomes:
1) Within Artifact Analysis method, the electric incense burner and robot camel jockey were
identified then deconstructed to understand physical, interactive, social and cultural contexts.
These hybrid objects have basically supported the Project as they have proven the regions’
exposure to hybridity. Moreover, they provided proof that, by allowing these to be introduced
in the culture people of the Gulf enabled the traditions to survive. This fact/realization was
quite important for this Research.
2) Within the Case Studies method, the Architecture of Doha was documented, analyzed, and
described. It was interesting to see how different layers of Doha – as any other town in the
Gulf – changed over the short period of time, from the Oil Boom onwards, as well as the factors for change in architectural styles, and the lessons learned.
3) By using the Cultural Probes method, the aim was to observe the reaction of the people, therefore a series of banknotes were designed as critical objects to be introduced in the system.
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4) Utilizing the Directed Storytelling method facititated a less formal interview format, which
in turn enabled the Project to learn of valuable experiences. Borrowed from Social Sciences,
this method of design ethography uses guided questions that drive the storyteller. The results
directly contributed to the design decision. The interview conducted together with my colleague Ms. Shaikha Al-Mahmoud, enabled the interaction with a native speaker, Mr. Saleh
Ghareeb, an expert in Qatar history, and provided insight and valuable information for this
Project.

7.1. artifact analysis: robot jockey
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figure 17 Young camel racer and his camel (image obtained from the Internet)

Camel racing has been around for thousands of years. ‘The Sport of Sheiks’ almost exclusively
utilized small children, usually boys around the age of four, to ride the camels. Often, the boys
would be starved to be as light as possible. Many of the children used for the races were often
sold to race organizers or camel owners, and there was an active child (slave) trade for camel
jockeys, involving victims of kidnapping or the children of destitute families who sold them to
the industry. 47

47 Al-Issawi, Tarek. USATODAY, http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/tech/news/robotics/2005-04-19-qatar-camalbots_x.htm (accessed
March 12, 2014).

Nowadays, a robot jockey is commonly
used as a replacement for human jockeys.
Developed in 2004, the robotic jockeys are
slowly phasing out the use of human jockeys. In response to International condemnation of human rights abuse 48, the nations
of the Gulf have banned the use of human
jockeys in favor of robots. This example is
one of the most important for this Project,
as it clearly demonstrates how – in order to
preserve one’s culture, heritage, and traditions – people are ready to accept change.
Moreover, this evolution from human to
robot is also quite interesting, especially as
the robot wasn’t the main impetus of the
change.
The robot comes in different itterations,
from quite simple and raw looking ones to
sophisticated and almost human looking
examples. In essence the robot is comprised
of several components, all of which are
figure 18 Young camel racer with this owner / manager
(image obtained from the Internet)

needed to make the camel run. The body is comprised of a welded metal frame that can be tied
to the camel’s back with straps. The body is covered with fabric usually in a bright color, and
it contains a pocket on the ‘chest’ to accommodate a walkie talkie, which is used to remotely
transfer human voice – encouraging / instructing the camel to run. One of the shoulders has a
small motor with a whip attached so that it can whip the camel to run faster, the other shoulder
has a harness that can control the camel to slow down, stop, and turn.
This example is fascinating, as it proves that hybrid objects already exist in the region, that the
region is ready to accept them, as well as that they can be utilized to support the local culture,
tradition and heritage. Similar to how prostethic limbs or other artificial body parts are not
making us less human, the robot jockey example proves that culture and tradition will not be
affected if we introduce something new, or replace one or more components which can equally
do the work.

48 Ibid
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figure 19 Robot, the replacement for the child jockey (image obtained from the Internet)

7.2. artifact analysis: electric incense burner
The incense burner, censer, or Mabkhara (in Arabic) is widely used in many different cultures for
burning incense. The burners vary greatly in size, material, form and construction, depending
on which region and culture they are associated with. Incense burners mostly have religious
or spiritual connotations. They are found all over the world. In Europe they are mostly used
in Catholic and Orthodox church rituals, and in the Middle East, Persia, and Far East incense
burners are normally found in homes: there, they are used for social events, for removing the
evil eye, and / or for pure olfactory satisfaction, to perfume clothes, for meditation, or simply
to reduce the smell caused by cooking. Having said that, in the Gulf region and elsewhere, the
incense burner is an important part of the cultural dna.
Traditionally, the Gulf-region incense burner is made out of clay or a soft stone, sometimes even
out of wood (inlaid with metal sheet). Besides the act of serving Arabic coffee, incense burning
is an unavoidable part of the local hospitality and folklore, used either to welcome or walk out
the guests. This tradition lives to date, and is still part of daily rituals.
Moving away from a nomadic, rural style of living to a more settled, urban one, the electric
incense burner was introduced. This quite practical iteration is usually made out of metal or
ceramic, keeping its formal qualities loyal to its predecessor. The traditional shape and decorations found in the electric versions can be read as the link with the original coal-operated burner,
and it is safe to conclude that there is a strong need to maintain the identity of the object, as
well as the extending the traditions.
Instead of coal (less practical, convenient, and safe) – the contemporary version utilizes an electricity-powered heater that caters to the same function. Most of the specimens found for the
purpose of this Project have a conveniently-placed switch that is used to control the heat, and
consequently the release of the incense. Thus, the risk of fire hazard is greatly reduced.
This object is another equally-interesting and valuable example of how people utilized different (more up-to-date) technology in order to preserve their tradition, culture and / or rituals
– because their lifestyles have significantly changed. It is exactly the need for preserving the
ritual – the intangible component, what the object encapsulates – that enabled the advent of
this transitional object, allowing it to become hybrid.
The incense burner is used in the Project as one of the ‘found objects’ that archaeologists found
and drew conclusions and assumptions about the hybrid culture that once existed in this culturally rich, hybrid region.
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figure 19 Electric incense burner (image obtained from the Internet)

7.3. cultural probes: bank notes
Countries often place their biggest pride on banknotes and coins. Usually it is a significant
scholar, president, monarch, important monument, building, endemic animal, bird, etc.
Important events for a country / nation are often minted on the coins as well (such as Olympic
Games etc.). This design exercise – a cultural probe – was conducted in the previous semester,
as a sub-problem, and it plays with the current values of this region, as well as the impossibility
to properly negotiate identity.
The Gulf region is constantly being rebuilt, resetting its memory. The money – especially since it
exists in abundance, and since most of the construction/demolition is driven by and because
of money – was chosen as an interesting platform to work with.
Not being aware of the current direction that this Project would take and since it was not originally intended to directly support the Project, the banknotes were unfortunately shown only
to a small number of people – several VCUQ students and some colleagues. The sample of the
people, however, was different in terms of nationality, age, and profession.

For the purpose of this exercise, several of Qatar’s banknotes were redesigned, introducing different ladmarks of Doha.
500 QR has the Villagio Mall scene with the Gondola
100 QR has the Pearl promenade
1 QR has Construction in general
After presenting the banknotes to people, the reactions differed slightly, but the notes were
generally accepted positively, followed by a laugh, immediately understanding the critical nature
of the re-designed banknotes:
‘wow this is so interesting!’, ‘this is such a nice reflection to what is considered of local origin’, ‘you
should try to pay something at the cashier, haha!’, ‘are you sure this is legal?’, ‘I never actually thought
of what is on our money, and honestly speaking, I could not even tell you what is on our money
without looking’, ‘nice one!’, ‘interesting take on the current situation’, ‘you made me think’, ‘I want
to borrow this for my project’, ‘nice comment!’, ‘cool’ …
Even though they provide minimal academic feedback, what is most important is that this exercise eventually led towards, and inspired, one of the objects (the coin) for the final exhibition.

figure 20 One of the banknotes designed as cultural probe
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7.4. case study: architecture of doha
Architecture displays values. It traces the thinking of the individuals who have participated in it,
their relationships, and their involvement in the cultures where they lived and worked. In this
way, buildings and their details can be read closely for cultural insights. This Project project did
not dissect the architecture in a classical sense, but rather explored the idea of reading buildings
as texts, and cultural artifacts.
In terms of the Gulf region, the architecture is very interesting to observe mostly because it
enables us to witness the rapid development. Traditional architectural styles were often associated with poverty, thus were soon abandoned once people became wealthy. Many architects
and their visions were allowed to come to life, some more successful than others, but most
importantly, they left an interesting source of information on how hybridity started taking its
physical form in the region.
This exercise (comprised of identifing, photo-documenting and anazlying the buildings in Doha)
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was undertaken during the previous semester(s) as well, investigating the hybridity, culture and
identity through several sub topics. The following sub sections are presented within this paper:
7.4.1. Architectural transition and increase in wealth
7.4.2. Architectural layers
7.4.3. The old new
7.4.4. Informal city and transient inhabitants
7.4.5. New tendencies

7.4.1. architectural transition and increase in wealth
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figure 21 Barzan Tower in West Bay area, Doha

There are a lot of examples in Doha where we can read buildings as precise documents of time;
how an increase in wealth and progression of architectural styles led to different details on
buildings, the above post modern example demonstates a need to follow trends, but also to remain
loyal to the local culture.
This is an interesting example of hybridity in architecture, also it demonstrates the tendency
to preserve local, cultural dna.

7.4.2. layers
Often within the same street, we can see a collage of architectural styles, overlapping and serving
as document of time: a rather fast-paced one too. Observing a scene such as this one, we can
read many things, but what is most evident is lack of time to plan properly due to the speed at
which these changes were introduced.

3
4
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figure 22 Typical scene in downtown Doha

7.4.3. the ‘old new’ – attempt to preserve the identity
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figure 23 Souq Wakeef, Doha

Here we can see the need to come back to one’s roots, an attempt to go back in time, and restore/
preserve identity. As mentioned earlier, local architecture never properly developed in a way
where we can say we have contemporary examples rooted in tradition. Examples such as these
are trying to re-establish the link with the past. With that said, in the Gulf region, due to a large
percentage of foreigners and their influence on the local culture, examples such as this one can
be read as a reaction of the region’s immune system.

7.4.4. informal city and transient inhabitants
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figure 24 Informal city of Doha (Old Msheireb area)

Here we can see how the buildings that were abandoned by local population (as they moved on
to better/newer neighbourhoods) became home for low income workers, and the birth of an
informal city came to life. This part of the town has its own logic, own identity, own charm and
own rules. To this Project it was interesting to see how this symbiotic, yet autonomous organism functions on its own while existing in the larger ecosystem. It is an example of hybridity
on a macro scale.

7.4.5. new tendencies
Here we can see two of the most mature architectural projects in Gulf history; one in Doha
(Msheireb) and one in the Emirates (Masdar). These are marking the moments in history where
the Region went back to draw inspiration from the old ways of living and used local knowledge and utilized them to create something new: or is it learning from the past mistakes?
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figure 25 New Msherieb Downtown development, Doha (www.msheireb.com)
figure 26 Masdar City, UAE (www.masdarcity.ae)

7.5. direct storytelling: interview with mr. saleh ghareeb
18th of November, 2013
interview duration: 2:15 hours
Mr. Saleh Gareeb is a renowned Qatar researcher, and writer in the field of Qatari heritage and
culture. The interview conducted with a person of this calibre was extremely valuable, since he
has been involved in the cultural affairs of Qatar for many years.
He worked in the Qatar Theater in 1973, and worked at Qatar’s radio station within the same
period. He became a journalist with Al-Raya newspapers in 1980, and worked there for 23 years.
In 2003 he joined Al-Sharq newspapers, and served as a chairman of the Department of Culture
and Arts. Later, he became the chairman of the Department of Local Affairs. He publishes a
weekly article called ‘Mawareeth’ (Inherited).
Mr. Saleh Gareeb was one of the main researchers and employees of the Folklore Center of the
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Cooperation Council for the Arab Gulf States (gcc), therefore his knowledge extends beyond
the geographical borders of Qatar. The center had many achievements during the period of its
activity, such as: archiving research and studies that were carried out at the level of the gcc
countries, and publishing a quarterly magazine ‘Al-Ma’thurat Al-Sha’biyyah’ (Folk Tales) which
was considered as the only Arab document that covered the heritage of all Arabs and aimed to
archive the oral history of the gcc countries. After closing the center, Mr. Saleh worked in the
National Council for Culture, Arts and Heritage, which was converted later into a Ministry with
the same name.
Among many things, we discussed Qatar’s past, and the transition towards the present, from the
Oil boom onwards. We discussed architecture, artifacts, customs and people. Due to the informal
nature of the interview, we simply steered the direction of the storytelling, rather than asking
direct questions. Later on, bits and pieces were identified as relevant to our projects – to support
our previous assumptions / knowledge, or to correct what we previously believed was accurate.
Our discussion was not fully transcribed, and it mainly gravitated around the following topics,
not necessarily in this order:
- Differences between the houses in the past and the present.
- Evolution of the houses through out the 60s, 70s and 80s.
- Different levels of privacy and the link to different aesthetics representation levels.
- Majlis development, with regards to physical design, rituals and function.
- Values of the Majlis between the past and the present.
- Reasons and differences in aesthetic choices between the past and present.
- Abandoning the old and adopting the new, then going back to the old.
- Heritage as a proper building block of contemporary values / culture / society.

Below is one extracted part of the discussion that was interesting for this project. The answer
basically supports the previously mentioned claim: Once the region became wealthier, people
were abandoning old items in exchange for new items, as the old ones were assiociated with
poverty.
Q: Can we talk about the change in use of different everyday objects, from the oil boom all the way
until today? How did the use of objects change, and how did objects change the people that were
using them? Can you tell us something from the past about people and their interaction with objects?
A: I will mention one interesting phenomenon. There was a person / job title called Zeri A’ateej,
who went around from house to house, and offered new items in exchange for the old ones. People
were happily getting rid of their old ‘junk’, and in return they would get new flashy, shiny things
[…]
At first, people didn’t understand the value of these old artifacts. They were attracted and fascinated by new things. Also, these new things were not from here. For them, the authentic handcrafted items (coffee pots, trays, etc.) were simply old, and had no particular value, and everyone
had them in their households. But getting new things was something special
[…]
With all the changes taking place, people became nostalgic and went back to using these old
things, but adapted them to new trends. Nonetheless, majority of people became aware that
authenticity and traditional handicrafts are valuable for what they represent. Preserving the
culture and rituals around the objects is more important than objects themselves. Therefore
objects are important vehicles of non material, of the intangible
[…]
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7.6 sketches: process
Below are the some process sketches scanned from the various notebooks used throughout
the Project. Some of the sketches were conceptualizing the objects, some the exhibition,
some the overall SCI FI tone of the project. Only key sketches were scanned, and presented
within this book:
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This Thesis Project comprises two modules; the theoretical and practical.
The theoretical, written one, further breaks down to fictional and non fictional. The practical,
tangible one, comprises research, exhibition design and series of fictional objects.
Existing, hybrid objects of the Gulf Region were identified, deconstructed, analyzed – to gain
understanding of what where the reasons behind their advent. These findings provided formulas/
rules which helped imagine, conceive and propose the continuation of future hybrid objects.
These new objects are strictly hypothetical, and play with ideas of identity, culture, tradition,
values, meaning, and context.
Moreover, these objects are not mere objects: this Project considers them as frozen allegories of
techno-social relationships between humans and these objects. That said, rather than focusing
on the physicality of the objects themselves, this Project treats them as ‘tangible footnotes’, and
it is more interested in the relationships and metaphors between us and the objects (objects are
merely encapsulating the ideas, concepts, thoughts, scenarios and theories).
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figure 27 Artificial planetary system around the Earth

8.1. setting the scene: sci fi narrative
Due to rapid development, wars, greed and general overconsumption, the fossil fuel reserves
and most of Earth’s energy sources became exhausted. The planet’s deteriorating condition was
irreversible, and the overall population decreased significantly.
Realizing what they had caused, people decided to look for another planet to relocate themselves:
to start fresh. Several space expeditions were sent out with a task to find an inhabitable planet that
would have similar qualities as Earth, but these expeditions didn’t bring any good news. Based on the
technological advancements of that time, a few wealthy, powerful Corporations jointly decided to
design and build a group of smaller artificial planets in the Earth’s orbit, right above each continent.
These new artificial planets were to resemble the continents on Earth, so as to preserve the
geographical, cultural, and national identities of each corporate continent, to allow a smoother
transition, and to have each new artificial planet physically independent from the rest in the new
planetary system. They would be interconnected with a transportation system entirely encircling
the Earth. Countries in the Gulf region offered to do the first, pilot planet. At that time, they had
the most readily available resources. The Gulfs’ pilot planet was a ‘test planet’ that was equipped
with state of the art technology to study air quality, gravitation impacts, structural issues, etc.
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figure 28 Testing of the structural and gravitational impacts
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The planet, dubbed 5aleej-1, was built quite fast and the initial, gated camps were established. The
departure/arrival docks were built both on Earth and 5aleej-1, and the first batch of scientists
and volunteers were sent for a year-long test period.
Shortly after, due to a gravitational imbalance that the new planet caused, severe natural disasters (earthquakes, tidal waves) suddenly hit the Earth. This resulted in a dramatic and premature
displacement of Earth’s inhabitants – not everyone was able to save themselves.
All of a sudden, people on 5aleej-1 were looking down at the disaster taking place, and soon, they
employed all available shuttles to rescue as many people as possible. A number of people were
rescued, but since the shuttles were not designed for such frequent use and load, their thrusts
were exhausted and malfunctioned. Many people did not survive this migration.
This new planet turned out to be a huge mistake; but to the people on 5aleej-1, this was the
only home left. They tried to establish contact with the remaining people on Earth, but without
success. Therefore, they decided to start fresh, and over the course of time – generation after
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generation – the memory of descending from Earth vanished. They could see the planet Earth
as one of their moons; but over time the people, especially new generations, forgot they had any
connection to it. All in all, with the technology and the know-how, 5aleej-1 endured, prospered
and became a legitimate planet, with all the qualities of a modern society.
On Earth, however, those who remained – and survived – had a different fate. They were forced
to live a nocturnal life: during the day they took shelter in many of the abandoned buildings
and towers. Generally speaking, they had to adapt to the new, harsh environment – the oil and
gas reserves polluted the air, water and soil, and the storms became radioactive. The remaining
people were of different nationalities due to large the percentage of expatriate workforce that
was present in the region. Based on where they found themselves at the time of the disaster, they
grouped in different sort of tribes: locals and expatriates alike, engaged in nomadic, gatherer
type of life utilizing whatever they could find.
They often looked up towards the new planet, remembering the disaster that happened. Often,
during night they would light a big fire in hopes of establishing communication with them, but
no signals ever came back. Some believed the others did not survive up there, while others
believed they did not want to contact them.
As most of the Gulf was flooded, the tribes were somewhat cut off from each other. They
traded among themselves, even fought over found resources. Eventually, they realized
that if they wanted to survive, they had to ‘merge’ (share, utilize, exchange) their knowhow, tools, cultures and languages in order to make it – a new hybrid civilization was born.

They celebrated this newly-formed hybrid unity that helped them to survive. They were aware
of the richness that was a result of the cultures that merged together. They survived for almost
100 years, and slowly – due to infertility caused by the radiation and pollution – they faded away.
Earth became an abandoned barren place.
After many hundreds of years, a group of scientists from the now fully-established 5aleej-1 sent
a research drone to Earth to measure radiation levels and explore possibilities for mining. The
drone sent back some orto-photo images of an interesting geometric shape that had a different
density and minerality from the surrounding landscape. This finding stirred a lot of interest,
since they knew that nature could not shape such an object.
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figure 29 Drone image demonstrating the unusual object (The Monolith)

After they got the confirmation that the radiation levels were within normal, a research team
went down to inspect this monolith in more detail. What the team have found was fascinating;
they came across some interesting artifacts in the vicinity, which generated new ideas about
the ancient civilization that lived on Earth, and that could be their far ancestors; moreover, they
realized that this civilization actually could have built their own planet, 5aleej-1.

8.2. archaeological evaluation report
The following few pages are written in the form of an Archaeological Evaluation Report, where
the team of Archaeologists presents their findings, trying to analyze this civilization in more
depth (using mapping and object biographies), and supporting the Report with the found objects
and initial assumptions. The Report is addressed to the Committee of Cultural Affairs, and it is
composed by one of the archaeologists who was part of the team sent down to Planet Al Ard
(Earth in Arabic).
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figure 30 z Archaeologist observing the monolith
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1. Summary
2. Topography
3. Findings
4. Mapping
5. Artifact Biographies
6. Conclusions

1. Summary
The Department of Planetary Archaeology was commissioned by the Committee of Cultural Affairs to undertake an
archaeological evaluation of a site on planet Al 2rd, the locality that was being under inspection by our Institutes’
research drones. The site comprises a square-shaped parcel of land, with crescent shaped top, set in a salt-water
basin measuring approximately 495,000 m2, located at the Satellite Grid Reference (SGR) A232-530.1651.
Initially, the drones were sent to collect data related to mining and, among other findings, reported a rather unexpected anomaly – the monolith – of different mineral composition and density, which could have not been
formed by nature. Once it was confirmed the air and soil were radiation-free, we joined the team of Geologists
from the Institute, and went to examine this monolith, while they explored the mining possibilities.
In our initial survey of the site, the monolith was located in the center of the relatively shallow, saline water basin.
The water appeared to be barren of complex life forms. The site has obviously not been excavated to date.
Several artifacts were immediately collected from the southern slope, which encouraged further progression
of our excavations in that direction. The Site was deemed to be of potential archaeological significance.
The Site has been marked as an ‘Archaeology Priority Zone’, and all the geological testing was shifted 3 km
left from the concerned area, as instructed by the Authorities.
2. Topography
The parcel that we landed on is a sand covered barren plateau of approximately 2 m height above water level,
with several sand foothills located around us. This is where we decided to set up camp. We divided our team
in two: one examining the monolith and other examining the areas surrounding around our camp.
The base camp was erected underneath one of the foothills closest to the water, left from the monolith, as this
was our initial point of interest. The surrounding area is mostly flat, sand covered barren valley, with several foothills scattered around creating a slightly uneven landscape. There are no visible traces of vegetation or life whatsoever, probably due to radioactive storms that systematically cleared the Planet of all life over the past centuries.
The locality appears to be a strategic site, placed on the intersection of several paths discovered, which – once
we follow them – could lead to discovery of remote settlements. As already stated in our initial, unoffical, site
report, we found several interesting artifacts which are described in more depth within this Report.

3. Findings
While one of our teams was analyzing the monolith and will submit an extensive report separately, we collected and excavated
a number of interesting artifacts, which have been found in the immediate vicinity of our camp. The monolith and the artifacts
discovered hint of unexpected activity that was once present in the area. Both teams agree that these artifacts are created by
intelligent life forms. As of yet we have not found any burial sites, therefore we assume the site might have been abandoned.
The reasons behind the use of this site, and the cause behind possible migration from the site, are yet to be determined.
This discovery will greatly alter our previous assumptions about this planet, as we thought it was never populated.
To avoid discomfort, we suggest further studies before revealing the findings to the public.
The found artifacts were tested (material, age, make), and they appear to be assembled from components that do not all
belong to this geographic location exclusively. Most of the artifacts of archaeological significance belong to an older period,
roughly 500 years ago. The Monolith might even be 100 years older. Further studies, which will be presented in the Report
to come, will try to determine exact age, use and significance. As an example, one of the items we found contains traces of
organic elements that are several million years old, which caused additional confusion and interest. We surmise that the materials these objects were made of must have been traded or imported from other places on this planet, or even from other planets.
Based on the found artifacts, we believe that several types of cultures might have once co-existed in this area.
4. Mapping
To test our theories of an existing civilization, to understand their social structure, and to understand the found objects better, we
are presenting our attempt to classify this civilization in the 3 different, but related, categories proposed in this diagram:

Macro level — We believe that several objects were
used on a larger scale, such as settlement, village, a
city, ‘state’, or similar type establishments known
to us. For now we are just assuming that they were
organized in similar establishments, as these
are the only ones known to us.

Meso level — We believe that some of the
objects were used in social interaction among
individuals, thus were for shared use. This meso
level, as a platform for interaction, is possibly
going to answer how the individuals formed their
relationships, and what was the social structure.

Micro level — We believe that some of the
objects were of everyday, immediate use which
was personal, private, and part of everyday rituals.
Within the micro level, we are trying to learn about
an individual as a building block of this society.

5. Artifact Biographies
Below, we are presenting the initial set of found Artifacts and the preliminary analysis of each in the form of biographies,
which set the path towards understanding the civilization:
— Artifact # 1

What: Circular object, 30 mm in diameter. Made out of a metal alloy, with approximate composition of Copper 75% and
Nickel 25%, all of them native to Al Ard. Inscription on object reads: Riyal 2al Sharikat 2al Mutta7ida (top) and 2056 (bottom). In the center, there are several circular interconnected formations around gravitating around a bigger, central one.
Where: Object was found within vicinity of our first archaeological site/camp in the quadrant XA-04, encouraging further
expeditions towards surrounding areas.
When: Our testing proved that the inscription on the object is the year of production, 2056.
Assumption: The circular copper alloy has been found in what is believed to be one of the excavated settlements. The artifact has
been identified as a Token or a Coin, and the elements could be either an atom or even a galaxy. This found object could have
been to be used to trade goods (macro). We firmly believe that this language, once/if decoded, will reveal interesting, more
precise information about this civilization.

— Artifact # 2

What: The two mirrored, opposite prism-like components of this object are made of metal, and are conjoined at the narrowest
point: in the centre, the top prism-shape contains a cavity. We found a bowl next to the object, probably an active component
of this object. A copper cable is attached to the bottom prism. Initial tests determined that the object is dating between 20th to
21st century, which we know was an electricity-dependant era. Inscription on the bottom of the artifact reads ‘Made in China’.
Further research is needed to clarify the meaning of ‘China’.
Where: Found in Quadrant XB-03, that is believed to be a communal space, or a house.
When: Possibly 20-Century, first geochemical testing proved early 2000 s.
Assumption: Based on the location this artifact was found in, and in comparison with objects we excavated in proximity, it is
safe to assume this artifact was used for warming up food – as demonstrated in the illustration. The electrical cord probably
enabled connection of this device to a power source, causing the top vicinity to heat up. Moreover, the concave shape of the
top vicinity as well as the traces of food and frequent use, suggests this theory as well.

— Artifact # 3

What: Relatively tall object, constructed out of several components. The base is a decorated glass vessel, demonstrating the craft
of the creators. The glass vessel holds a central vertical shaft, made of a metal alloy, the metal central piece connects all components of this artifact together. On the top, based on the material components, is what we assume to be a filtering device.
This top piece contains highly absorbent materials. Attached to the metal shaft is a flexible hose with what appears to be a
mouth piece. Refer to the illustration for clarification.
Where: Found in Quadrant AM-5, believed to be a communal space belonging to the 20th – 23rd Centuries.
When: First tests suggest 23-Century
Assumption: Based on found traces of various saliva samples (under testing) on the end of the hose, and based on the material
composition of the top ‘filter’ piece, containing numerous toxins and atmospheric impurities, we assume this
artifact was used by members of higher social status to enjoy purified air.This object may have had a social significance (meso),
based on the multiple saliva samples found on the mouthpiece. The decorations on the glass vessel, hint at the importance of
the object, the interaction that takes place with its use, and the social status of its owners. The delicate ornaments, and hand
crafted quality signify a ‘high culture’.

— Artifact # 4

What: Highly decorated, 10-cm-tall, lead-treated silicate vessel, of impressive clarity. Well-crafted and well -preserved,
highlighting the significance of the artifact and its owner. The vessel was found in the remains of a small fabric-lined box, and
contains a small quantity of a viscous dark brown liquid with a very distinct strong smell. Further lab studies detected this
liquid to be of organic origin, that it was pumped out from the ground, and it is flammable.
Where: Found in the secluded area of Quadrant XS-6, the remains of a some sort of a residential quarter, supporting theories
on intimate qualities of this artifact.
When: Crystal vessel and container date back to 23rd Century. The content however, proves to be millions of years old.
Assumption: This artifact is believed to be a very personal, private object (micro). Based on the strong olfactory quality of this
precious material, alongside with other items associated with body care (cosmetics), they support the theory that this artifact
was used as a perfume/fragrance. This liquid is extremely rare, as this finding has been unique so far. Based on the ornate craft
of the crystal vessel, and the rich fabric box it was preserved in, it is believed this object belonged to the utmost elite of
this planet’s society. We hope that further research can answer questions such as, who was the owner of this fragrance?
And what was his/her societal role and significance to the remaining community?

— Artifact # 5

What: This artifact comprises a dark, doubled, somewhat flexible fabric cord, believed to be a worn accessory, probably a
headpiece. Attached to the black cord are multi-coloured (electronic) cables, these cable endings indicate connective use of this
device, and its ability to be plugged into an instrument of some sort, a ‘base’ – possibly to receive or transmit information.
Where: Similar examples in different stages of decay have been found in multiple locations, including ZS-3, GA-3, and our
first camp site YZ-4.
When: The cables, and this object’s use as an accessory, highlights the civilization’s dependence on connective technology,
helping us date this artifact back to the 22nd-23rd Century. Similar found artifacts indicate the civilization’s dependence on
(primitive) wearable technologies.
Assumption: This technology may have been used for reading ‘brain’ waves of the wearer, or for detecting a user’s response to the
air-borne toxins in this, once, highly contaminated environment. Further research is needed, and the exact use for this device
is yet to be understood.

— Artifact # 6

What: This 29-cm-tall, rust-free cylindrical object is made of 4 stackable, metal vessels, secured in a frame of similar material.
The frame has an extruded arch, possibly a handle. Each of the stackable vessels contain differently sized perforations, varying
from 1 mm to 5 mm.
Where: Found farthest from the first Camp/site, and in various locations.
When: Possibly dating back to the time we call the Nomadic Era, after the ecological catastrophe but before human
re-settlement.
Assumption: Based on the seeming abundance of this device, we believe it to have been a common device used by all members
of these wandering communites. Due to the high concentration of objects found in one locality, we assume they were produced
there and bartered for other goods. The four metal vessels have various size perforations, and based on the found traces of materials within each vessel (charcoal, sand, gravel, cloth) lead us to the assumption that the artifact was used for water purification.

6. Conclusion
The objective of the Evaluation was to gather data on site, to estimate to which era the findings belong, to analyze the material
composition, and finally to understand what kind of civilization lived on this planet, for how long, and what caused them to vanish.
We are yet to determine and to possibly answer questions we have about this enigmatic civilization. Were they humanoid?
Were they primitive? What was their social structure?
As we believe, based on different material components of these objects, several different groups once co-existed in these areas.
As for the ruins of the settlement we have found, we presuppose that the civilization either built it, or simply occupied it. Since we
did not find any burial remains, it is possible that they might have migrated somewhere else – but for that investigation we need
to bring down and deploy more precise equipment.
The locality represents a multilayered historic site that is far more complex than we have initially assumed. So far, we have managed to identify, analyze, and document several different artifacts, dating from different moments in history – in a span from the
21st Century all the way to the 23rd Century. However, one of the artifacts provided contradictory results, as it contained traces of
Prehistoric organic origin.
At present, suffcient data is not available to explain the genesis of this discovered culture on Al 2rd. The presence of several
cultures is identified, but only more extensive systematic excavation and analysis will offer a clearer picture of the nature of
societies that have previously inhabited the site.
Moreover, we are confident to report that these objects are just a small fragment, and further excavations could provide
interesting new discoveries and a more clear understanding of the civilization(s) that could be related to our origin.
In conclusion, we have yet to re-evaluate these findings, or excavate some more in the surrounding area, and we hope for more
questions to be answered. We would like to request more resources and time in order to provide more precise data and
conclusions.
Your review of the above, thoughts, and kind approval for the continuation of the works are highly appreciated.

Sincerely,
Yafa Cerineo
Senior Archeologist,
5aleej Institute, Department of Planetary Archaeology
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This section / chapter is presenting the non-fictional outcomes of this Thesis project. Mappings and diagrams were developed in order to support the creation and understanding of this complex project. Object
biographies were written in a non-fictional language, describing the reasons behind the chosen objects.

9.1. mapping
The below mind map was developed to assist visualizing all the components of the Project, and it
was used to track changes of iterations during the Project. By clustering all the components and
disciplines, by positioning them in proximity to each, scaling them by importance and relevance
it became easy to see the overal, non linear course of work.

diagram 2 Mapping of the Thesis project

This below diagram is the Project in a more horizontal manner, developed to understand the
structure of the Project better, and to divide it to analysis and synthesis. The analysis part is
comprised of precedents, examples, deconstructing, reading, and synthesis is the actual work
with fictional, non-fictional outcomes, sketching / designing of the objects, and exhibition design.

thesis project diagram
theoretical module
analysis (deconstructing, reading, mapping)

Society, Nation, Public, Architecture, Landscape

macro
hybrid gulf
excavating future identities

meso

Interaction, Community,

micro
Private, Personal, Customs, Rituals

diagram 3 Horizontal diagram of the Thesis project

desi 690 Thesis Studio — instructor: Dr. Thomas Modeen semester: Spring 2013

student: Robert Čanak • primary advisor: Paolo Cardini • secondary advisers: Tammi Moe & Richard Lombard

practical module
synthesis

thesis (concept+design)

macro
SCI-FI
Postcolonial theory
Archaeology
Transitional Objects Theory
Design

meso

micro

mfa thesis exhibition

9.2. diagrams – micro, meso, macro
To understand the objects and the society better, archaeologists deconstructed it into three
layers that are to be analysed individually. These three layers are interdependent, and/but are
observed as building blocks of a society.
Similar to deconstruction and grammar analysis (in linguistics), where, to fully understand a
sentence, linguists parse it first. Put simply, parsing is a breakdown of a sentence into its components (words). By understanding each word, one can better understand the sentence as a whole.
The diagram that follows has the task to classify/analyze each level first, understand them better
individually – and then combine them back, to understand the society as a whole. Each of the
below components are analyzed, parsed, separately first. The diagram below graphically demonstrates the levels of ‘openness‘ of each layer. The diagram is developed to graphically represent
the associated qualities of each of the levels. The pictogram placed in the diagram suggests the
position of the individual within the society.
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diagram 4 Micro, Meso, and Macro developed to understand the society better

Micro layer is associated with concepts of private; family, home, rituals, closed, and reluctant
to introduce changes. (Static, Closed, Private, Family, Home, Nucleus)
Meso layer is associated with concepts of semi private; majilis, café, generally a place where
the individuals selectively interact with other members. (Moderate dynamic, Semi-open, Semiprivate, Friends, Majilis, Selective)
Macro layer is is defined as fully dynamic. It is associated with concepts of an interactive, everchanging substrate or canvas; such as city, street; agora (public space), even a state. (Dynamic,
Public, Aquanitances, Colleagues, Workspace, Fluid)

9.3. object biographies – non fictional
Object Biography is an analytical process that has emerged within material culture studies
as a way to reveal and understand object agency. As Chris Gosden and Yvonne Marshall have
described it, an Object Biography examines an artifact’s life history to ‘address the way social
interactions involving people and objects create meaning’. 49
Below are the Object Biographies from the Archaeological Report, but written in a non-ficitional
manner, to explain the reasons behind why are these objects selected / designed for this Project.
Each object is an important component of current daily life; moreover, all of them are active
participants, threading through the identity of the Gulf Region.
object 1: The Coin
Circular object, 30 mm in diameter. Made out of a typical alloy composition for minting coins:
Copper 75% and Nickel 25%. Inscription on coin reads ‘Riyal 2al Sharikat 2al Mutta7ida’ in Arabizi,
which means ‘United Corporations Riyal’. This object was inspired by Arabizi, transliterated
hybrid Arabic, and it provided a perfect hybrid language that everyone started using in future.
Moreover, Arabizi indicates the Gulf Region’s effort to maintain their identity, yet help their
language become accessible to non-arab expatriate population in the region.
The circular copper alloy has been found in what is believed to be one of the prominent capitals
of the 23-century establishment known as ugc (United Gulf Corporation). The artifact has been
identified by the archaeologists as a Token or a Coin. This found object is minted to celebrate
the joint decision of the ugc to build the artificial planet system within Earth’s atmosphere.
Other found data in the surroundings highlight the memorability of this event as the ugc were

49 Gosden, Chris and Marshall, World Archaeology, vol. 31, no. 2,169-78; Kopytoff, The Social Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural
Perspective, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 64-91
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the pioneering region towards this global effort. For the purpose of this project, and as explored
previously with the banknote exercise, this object explores the symbols and pride of a nation.
Being the current global development giants, it is indeed possible to imagine a future where Gulf
Countries are considered as world powers pioneering on many levels. The coin, however, does
not represent an outdated icon of this society, but yet looks to the future. The use of Arabizi as
an official language also hints at a fully integrated hybridity of cultures between the locals and
the expatriates, where the local has survived by allowing elements of the foreign to integrate
within: Language survived by allowing for the hybridization. The archaeologists did not establish
a link between the coin and their planet.

object 2: The Electric Incense Burner (Mabkhara)
The Incense burner is one of the most obvious hybrid objects found in the region. The decision to
present existing hybrid examples enables the visitor of the exhibition to recognize the pattern
and establish the link with other Fictional Objects. For the purpose of this Project, this object was
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found by the archaeologists, and assumed to be a device for heating up food. After the catastrophy
on Earth, it may be that this object was appropriated for this purpose. However, for our current
time and place, we know this object as an electric incense burner. This object was analyzed in
depth, and within this Project, is observed as an model / vexample for creating other ‘fictional /
future’ hybrid objects for the Gulf region. It is considered a hybrid because it borrows from the
modern technology to mimic the function it had with its original coal heating mechanism; that
way, the old is preserved by using the new.

object 3: Water Pipe (Sheesha)
This object, as we know, is a modified water pipe (or sheesha). Sheesha smoking is one of the
few and easily identified icons of Arab culture, especially from a western perspective. Unlike
cigarettes, sheesha smoking is a very important component of social life. Not everyone smokes
of course, but it is one of those inevitable objects of every public space.
The Future hybrid object: the air purifier is obviously fictional, but it is one way a designer can
imagine an ancient object can persist and have its place in the future, similar to the electric
incense burner: this device is suitable to its time in possibly the 23rd Century, where inhaling
purified air needs special equipment.
Furthermore, this object retains its social significance in both time-periods, placing both the
original and the hybrid at the Meso level. This was important for the sake of this project, as it
helped define the structure of the future fictional society. Ironically though, the future hybrid
has an even more important and more noble purpose. Unlike the original Sheesha, which is used

to pass the time, and is generally considered harmful to our health, the new hybrid does the
exact opposite by allowing us to inhale purified air. This is to hint at the possibilities of perfecting
current objects, ideas, and ideals by allowing them to take a hybrid form.

object 4: Perfume Oil bottle
This object, as we know, is a perfume oil bottle, yet it is containing traces of crude oil. The reason
behind the choice of oil was not because of its usual content (perfume oil), but because, for purposes of this project, it contains a very specific liquid. The intention is to shift the perspective
of the audience. The current economy of Qatar, and the rest of the Gulf region, is solely based
on the vastly available, carbon based, non-renewable resources: gas and oil. This artifact from
the future is meant to kindle the thought in our minds that this material is more precious and
scarce than we believe, despite its current abundance in the region.
As most of our current materials and energy resources depend on crude oil, the future remaining
inhabitants of the Earth were aware of the dependence we had on this precious liquid, and thus
respected it themselves. For the future archaeologists, this object was obviously important to
its owners. As it was well-crafted and well preserved, highlighting the significance of the artifact
and its owner: found in a small fabric lined box, and the only finding of this kind to them. They
believed this artifact to be a very personal, private object based on the strong olfactory quality
of this precious material. Since it was found alongside other items associated with body care, it
support their assumptions that this artifact was used as a perfume/fragrance.
Similar to today’s use for precious perfume oils, such as oud, amber, and musk, this item is also
reserved for the future elite. By wearing the oil applied to one’s skin, the person emanated their
position within the Society. The archaeologists come to this conclusion based on the ornate craft
of the crystal vessel, and the rich fabric box it was preserved in. Also, as for the original perfume
oils, the crude oil perfume is a very personal object, highlighting its place within the Micro level
of a society’s artifacts.
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object 5: Agal
The agal is a head piece traditionally worn by the men in the Gulf Region and some parts of Levant.
It comprises a black, somewhat flexible cord and the purpose is to hold the ghutrah. A Qatari
man’s agal has two or four cords hanging from the back. Since this object is a signifier of local
identity, it was interesting to use it within this Project.
Due to the disasters that struck the Planet, the agal is hybridized into a wearable technology,
enabling the object to get a place in this new culture. This technology is imagined to be used for
reading brain waves of the wearer, and/or for detecting a user’s response to the air-borne toxins
in this, once highly-contaminated, environment. This way the user is able to take cover in time.
For this Project it was interesting to observe and imagine this new civilization as human-technology cyborgs – similar to what we are now. Since they became gatherers, it was interesting to
imagine and play with items that prepresent identity and how would they maintain to be part
of the folklore in this new setting.
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object 6: Stackable Food Container
This object is quite popular in the region, usually used by the migrant workforce. Even though
of foreign origin, it is omnipresent and we can agree that it is part of the culture. It comes in
several versions, but the function is the same.
Since construction sites are quite a common scene, and due to the amount of the workers, it is
obvious that this object exists in thousands. As the newly formed civilization started utilizing
found objects for their needs, it was interesting to imagine this object as a water filtering device.
It serves the purpose perfectly: it has four components, each one of them can be filled with one
of the ingredients needed to filter the water properly – sand, gravel, coal, and cloth. Gravel stops
the bigger particles, sand stops the smallers ones, the coal absorbs all the impurities, and the
cloth provides the final filtering.
This designed device fits perfectly in the scenario where we have the abundance of units available (found on former construction sites and labor camps), and the wanderers collect them and
transform them into a personal water filtering devices. Once converted, these could have been
bartered for other type of goods offered by a different group of wanderers.

<
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Throughout this Project, the research (guiding) questions morphed several times according to
the direction that the research took. In the beginning, the focus was to explore the bilingualism
of the region, trying to establish some rules on how to properly use typography in the predominantely bilingual setting of the Gulf Region; but the idea was not achievable in such a short time
frame, and it did not fully resonate with the nature of VCUQatar MFA program. Also, during the
research, I discovered several groups already working on the same issue, and doing it very well.
My second iteration of the Project still focused on bilingualism because I was already quite
immersed in the topic, but I translated the concepts to objects, architecture, and symbols. Over
time, during the Project I came into contact with hybridity and identity, and this turned out to
be a sublimation of all the ideas so far.
Looking back, all Project iterations (even my letter of intent prior to joining this MFA program)
have a clear visible thread. They were all gravitating around same topics, and there is a visible
path of how the ideas matured to what I presented in this book.

10.1. hybridity,

and further directions

The work within the scope of this Project has equipped me with a better insight of how cultures
dovetail and coexist, as well as what are the circumstances that caused their contact (byproducts
also). In addition, these findings create whole sets of new questions that I was not aware of at the
project initiation, and I definitely wish to continue working within this arena, and investigate
these topics in more detail.
One, initial and formal part of the work has been conducted here, as a part of the Project at
VCUQatar. Based on these established foundations, as a future step I wish to look more into
tools and methods that could improve the lives of cultures in transition and in search of their
identity – and convert places in crisis to places of hope.
Within this MFA program, I was exploring the concept of identity in a multicultural setting of the
Gulf region. The locals and us (foreigners) are intermingling every day, thus there is an exchange
taking place on many different levels.
Since objects are representatives and embodiments of one’s culture, the intention and interest
of this Research was to inspect how humans negotiate issues of identity through material culture, especially focusing on distribution, exchange, as well as consumption. Even though Gulf
societies are quite closed and protective of their cultural DNA, the region’s current material
culture can be observed as hybrid.
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The presence of an imported workforce, architecture, values, food, languages, and nationalities
led to a ‘melting pot’ which created a new, hybrid culture. This is, of course, happening everywhere in the world but at a much slower, more subtle pace. Since this region is being developed
so fast, these transitions are as well more evident, and consequently more interesting.
The purpose of the Project was also to demonstrate that whatever we design, be it intentionally
or not, it has a significant impact on the future. That said, it is our duty to approach design as an
important critical tool that generates the culture, which will shape the values, that will determine the future of our society.
Therefore, I have developed a fictional scenario, with a catastrophic consequence, as a substrate in
which people were forced to merge down to one culture. How do objects, that are representatives
of one’s material culture, negotiate their persistence in such a setting? What are the hybrids that
will emerge from this abrupt clash? What kind of identities can we read from such a merger?
These were the ideas driving this project.
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Design as a discipline is looking ahead by creating/shaping/proposing objects, while Archaeology
is a discipline that excavates these objects, looks back – and our culture is greatly defined by these
two tangents. Since archaeologists construct our knowledge based on found objects, what do we
really want them to conclude about us?
As we see, these issues are rendering themselves more and more complex, and at the beginning
of this Project I was not aware of them. Now, while writing this conclusion, it is clear that the
designers of today have to immediately start addressing this hybrid setting that we already coexist in.

10.2. design, and its aspiring role in the gulf
The Gulf Region has yet to acknowledge that it is deeply involved in hybridity. This is where this
reseach sees the potential of design as a practice; since design should be defined by the needs,
possibilities, strivings and the level of development of our culture and society.
That development comprises cultural, social, economic, technical, and other circumstances that
influence design through formulating the tasks, as well as the results. Within his/her surrounding, the designer must recognize specific topics and problems that are calling to be tackled,
celebrated, and/or commented on.
Design encompasses material and non-material production. In the same time, design is a consequence of circumstances, and a participant in the formulation of a society. The role of design
in society is rather cohesive: it is a thread between nonmaterial and material production on

one side, and the user/consumer on the other. Since it investigates and solves actual problems,
and participates in the physical, visual, and information landscapes, design is able to enhance
certain spheres of life – thus its ethical component is crucial.
For sure, design follows its own methodologies and pace, but it simply has to react to shifts
within the society. By reacting, which is parallel to its ‘inner evolution’, the qualitative shifts in
design theory and practice are derived. That said, it is natural to conclude that designers have to
understand the local context prior to taking any action. The current situation in the Gulf region
is quite alarming, since most of the creative industry is imported, and to a great extent, it is here
mostly to service corporations and advertising sectors.
That causes a detriment both to the discipline and the society within which it exists, since the
common citizen, even the highly-educated one, starts associating design (or designed) either
with decorating, luxury brands, advertising, haute couture or super expensive cars and furniture.
But design simply narrowed down to ‘luxury’ is a shallow, yet deeply rooted, faux pas – and a very
harmful perception. Design isn’t about luxury, trends and fashion, but a generator of development (cultural, social and economic).
In the early 1970s, in his book Protetto e utopia, Italian theoretician Manfredo Tafuri already
diagnosed the lack of success for radical ideas – at that time, modern architecture and design
were completely absorbed into capitalism, and lost their critical autonomy.
This is an interesting observation, and we can draw many parallels to our current context, meaning local designers have a very important task in front of them. I like to think of a designer as a
corrector of social development, a cultural ambassador – mediating the dialogue between coexisting cultures. As designers, we have a great responsibility, because everything that we design
will, to an extent, streamline and influence future generations of designers and consumers.

10.3. the legacy and the future generations
I believe that everything contemporary will eventually become history, and that new ideas are
always built on old foundations. What will the next generation of designers build their design
thinking on, as well as their critical thinking? What will they design? What type of objects will
later on be perceived as our material culture?
This is where I see the major role of interdisciplinary ecosystems such as Education City, having
all the exceptional universities under one umbrella, enabling new generations to combine their
disciplines for a greater cause. Institutions such as VCUQatar and its bfa and mfa programs
are essential to groom new generations of designers who are much needed in the region, as the
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region is obviously trying to position itself next to the most developed countries; but is still failing to understand the relationship between culture, development and design.
As an example, the 25 highest ranked world economies (Finland, United States, Italy, Germany,
The Netherlands, Japan …) are implementing design in their developmental and national strategies – therefore I see no reason why, say Qatar, would not implement design in the National
Vision 2030. Something to think about.
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figure 31 ‘Water filter’, one of
the designed objects (found artifacts)
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